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Abstract:	 Ever increasing demands and challenges in the aviation industry provoke the global attention to seek for 
innovative solutions. Fixed-Flight Path Angle (FPA) descent and Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS) Landing 
System (GLS) are considered to be two potential approaches for efficient arrival operations in a Continuous Descent 
Operations (CDO) implemented future air traffic management system. Integrating these procedures could bring substantial 
benefits for operators while supporting controllers and regulators with increased trajectory predictability and throughput. This 
paper provides a conceptual framework to develop an integrated system of FPA descent and GLS as an augmentation to the 
implementation of CDO. The integration process is discussed from the viewpoints of operators and air traffic controllers. 
Necessary procedure design suggestions and challenges/solutions in implementing such a concept are also revealed. 
Preliminary results from a series of full-flight simulator experiments and a case study show that FPA is feasible with the 
existing avionics and can be generated according to current standard arrival routes and altitude/speed constraints. Future 
activities of this research are dedicated for system validation in various traffic and operational environment including the 
consideration of atmospheric deviations and feasibility in multi-aircraft environment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Ever increasing demands and challenges in the aviation 
industry provoke the global attention to seek for innovative 
solutions. As indicated in the NextGen, SESAR and 
CARATS research roadmaps, improving the throughput of 
air traffic at key airports with efficient operations has 
become ever so critical. Fixed-Flight Path Angle (FPA) 
Descent and GBAS Landing System (GLS) are considered 
to be two of the effective approaches to achieve such 
daunting tasks. FPA descent is a procedure which suggests 
energy-saving arrival profiles with improved trajectory 
predictability by enabling aircraft to perform a continuous 
descent, beginning from the Top of Descent (ToD) until it 
captures the landing beam, via following a fixed vertical 

flight path angle with a fixed horizontal path [1]. Near-idle 
thrust is used to control the speed reducing the required time 
period of flaps or speed brakes engagement. On the other 
hand, GLS is a GNSS-dependent alternative to the 
Instrument Landing System (ILS) which is a critical 
component for future landing operations in means of 
efficiency and precision [2]. A GNSS based precision 
approach system such as GBAS is considered to be a 
contributing factor for overall fuel reduction of an aircraft 
performing a continuous (in this study, FPA) descent. An 
approach to integrate FPA descent with GLS is considered 
of providing significant benefits to operators and reducing 
the workload of air traffic controllers (ATCo). Flexibility in 
operating at different landing-beam-angles and the 
capability of implementing curved approaches would 
enhance the operational capacity while allowing the ATCo 
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to focus more on key areas in managing the air traffic by 
reducing the workload in trajectory predictability. 
Conversely, FPA descent procedure adds flexibility to the 
current GBAS development which will also be usable with 
ILS installations. An approach which integrates such 
procedures into a time-based operational system such as 
4D- trajectory based operations (4D-TBO) with appropriate 
collaborative decision making criterion would be a potential 
solution for future arrival management while meeting the 
challenges in a future air traffic management (ATM) 
system.  
Hence, our study extends these efforts by providing a 
conceptual framework to develop an integrated system of 
FPA descent and GLS to generate efficient descent 
trajectories from the ToD to the runway threshold. The 
initial part of the paper provides an overview of the overall 
concept focusing on the critical components required to 
initiate such a procedure with their current status and future 
enhancement plans. Section III discusses the core concept 
of this paper and the approach the concept should take in 
order to meet the demands of operators and ATCo. 
Procedure design for such concept and challenges/solutions 
in order to implements such a concept are also discussed. 
Preliminary results are assessed in section IV to strengthen 
the proposed idea with feasibility results obtained by full-
flight simulator (FFS) experiments and fast-time simulator. 
Section V is dedicated for concluding remarks and future 
plans to enhance the scope of this concept. 
 
2. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CONCEPT 
 
2.1 Fixed-Flight Path Angle (FPA) Descent  
Optimal Profile Descent (OPD) is the most ideal CDO 
operation where aircraft would follow an optimized descent 
profile calculated by its Flight Management System (FMS). 
One of the drawbacks in implementing OPD is the lack of 
trajectory predictability where ATCo are compelled to 
increase safe separation between OPD implementing 
aircraft and other surrounding traffic during such 
operations. Hence, current CDO operations are restrained to 
time periods with less-congested traffic. FPA descent 
procedures have been introduced as an augmentation to the 
improvement of the efficiency of air traffic arrival time 
management and environment-friendly operations during 
CDO.  
Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of FPA descent procedure with 
reference to the OPD procedure [1].Several merging points 
are shown on a vertical path with descent angle 𝛾 . Four 
merging points are set at flight level (FL) 200, FL250, 
FL300 and FL350. Arrivals which cruise above FL360 
merge to the FPA descent path at FL350, arrivals cruising 
between FL310 and FL360 merge at FL300, arrivals 
cruising between FL260 and FL310 merge at FL250 and, 
arrivals cruising between FL210 and FL260 merge at  

 
Figure 1 Concept of FPA Descent Procedure with reference to OPD. 

FL200. In this approach, FPA descent procedure does not 
provide a specific position or an altitude of the Top of 
Descent (ToD) to the arrival aircraft. Due to the possibility 
of distinct ToD altitudes, FPA descent procedures will 
provide a range of altitude options to the arrival aircraft. 
Two questions to clarify prior to implementing FPA are, 
(1) the operational feasibility under current operational 
environment and onboard avionics. 
(2) Evaluation on how the FPA descent procedures would 
bring benefits to the operators and service providers. 
To address these issues, authors have evaluated the 
feasibility of FPA descent in wide-body passenger aircraft 
platforms [3]. Preliminary results indicated that the 
combination of aircraft speed control and FPA descent 
attains the required time-spacing performance while 
reducing the fuel consumption. Required data were 
collected from a series of experiments based on Boeing 777-
200 and Boeing 787-8 FFS platforms. A discussion on the 
results is given in the latter part of the paper.  
 
2.2 GBAS Landing System (GLS)  
By definition, GLS, the GNSS-based landing system is the 
operational designation for the GBAS. It has been under 
development for several years, targeting precision 
approaches using satellite navigation [4]. GBAS consists of 
a ground installation and a digital data broadcast in the VHF 
band (known as the VHF Data Broadcast, VDB). This data 
link is used to transmit different parameters with the 
objective of improving the user’s positioning. Fig. 2 
illustrates the concept image of the GLS and its major 
components. Any aircraft which plans to perform a GLS 
approach requires certified GBAS equipment. In addition, 
most airlines require the inclusion of GBAS approaches into 
their operation manual. At present, GBAS CAT-I 
approaches are flown regularly by different aircraft and 
airlines globally. 
In the scope of FPA descent procedures, GLS approaches 
currently do not have any distinctions compared to the 
Instrument Landing System (ILS). Both systems are 
referenced to a specific point at the airport’s surface, so that 
the transition from an altitude/flight level to the guidance 
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Figure 2 GLS structure and its components. 

information has the same effects for both systems. This is 
the reason for using the term xLS (addressing ILS, GLS and 
microwave landing system (MLS) as precision approach 
systems) often in this context. The main advantage of 
GBAS compared to an ILS installation (which can only 
serve one specific threshold with a fixed flight path angle) 
is its flexibility. Once installed at an airport, GBAS can 
provide precision approaches to multiple runways, runway 
ends and thresholds with different glide path angles. In 
addition, reduced safety and critical areas in the vicinity of 
an active runway have to be clear of aircraft. This allows 
maintaining an airport’s capacity even in case of low 
visibility. From a purely technical perspective, GBAS could 
even enable totally different services for terminal 
operations in the future. Another feature of the GBAS that 
could be used in a future system, is the broadcast of 
different types of approach definitions. On a technical level, 
other approach definitions such as curved approaches can 
also be transmitted. These GBAS terminal area procedures 
(TAPs) can provide arbitrary RNP-alike approaches which 
end directly on a final approach. This could allow flexible 
approaches to different thresholds with different path angles 
and trajectories. Apart from the approval aspects of such a 
concept, the biggest challenge arises from the segregated 
approach technologies to be used simultaneously. 
Nevertheless, GBAS is capable of supporting more 
complex operations than it is used at present.  
 

3. FPA-GLS INTEGRATED SYSTEM 
 
In this section, the conceptual framework for FPA-GLS 
integration is discussed.  
 
3.1 State-of-the-Art Design Concept 
Ideal descent-approach routing for FPA-GLS integrated 
operations would be that the aircraft performs a FPA 
descent commencing from the ToD, all the way to the final 
approach fix/point (FAF/FAP) followed by a GLS-
supported approach to the runway threshold. Fig. 3 provides 
a concept image of the proposed concept compared to the  

 

Figure 3 Concept image of FPA-GLS integrated operations compared to 
conventional operations. 

current day arrival operations which include level-off 
segments in order to comply with altitude/speed restrictions 
and also to intercept the glide slope for landing. 
Two approaches are considered in realizing such a concept: 
A pilot-oriented framework and a controller-oriented 
framework. The GLS does not demand any specific 
restrictions from the aircraft prior to capturing the signal. 
Hence, the proposed concept is reviewed by mainly 
focusing on the issues regarding the FPA implementation.  
In a pilot-oriented framework, pilots are provided with 
default (designed specifically for the destination airport) 
FPA charts where each runway operation possesses 
multiple charts designed for distinct values. Pilot-support 
tools may include tablet-based applications which estimate 
the appropriate FPA or a set of FPAs based on the aircraft’s 
current performance. The pilot then compares the estimated 
FPAs with the default FPAs and requests the preferred FPA 
descent route. ATCo monitors the surrounding traffic to 
maintain safe separation with the FPA operated aircraft.  
In a controller-oriented framework, ATCo support tools 
will provide the ATCo with the capability of distinguishing 
the FPA descent routes from the available routes for a 
specific airport considering the surrounding traffic. 
Datalink communications will be utilized to transfer the 
required FPA route data to the operator’s FMS, which will 
then integrate with the current flight profile. Pilot can 
request for an alternative FPA route based on the on-board 
estimations while the ATCo has the final authorization.  
In a future ATM system, both of these approaches can be 
applied based on the availability and adaptability with the 
degree of airspace congestion. Similar to current CDO in 
the Japanese airspace, which are implemented only in less-
congested conditions, the proposed concept also can be 
implemented as a pilot-oriented/controller-oriented 
procedure in a mixed-equipage environment depending on 
the traffic conditions. Considering the possibility of near-
term implementation, FPA descent procedures could be 
integrated with the ILS look-alike GLS system (commonly 
known as xLS) for straight approaches and utilizing 
required navigation performance (RNP) to xLS operations 
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for curved approaches. Experiments and studies on the 
feasibility of RNP to xLS procedures are currently 
implemented targeting the arrivals at Tokyo International 
Airport [5]. 
 
3.2 Procedure Design 
The primary objective of the procedure design to support 
FPA descent operations is to allow side-by-side operations 
of FPA and current operations and to enable predictable 
energy efficient descent operations. The secondary 
objective is to minimize operational changes required to 
reduce the barrier to entry.  
For the procedure design, an analysis of the existing routing 
structure for en-route and STAR segments needs to be 
performed. This analysis takes into account the main wind 
directions, practical runways, potential airway segments 
and STAR procedures for the examined airports. Once an 
existing area navigation (RNAV) STAR procedure has been 
identified as baseline, it studies for its constraints including 
‘minimum’, ‘maximum’ or ‘at’ altitudes / flight levels for 
each waypoint or leg. With help of the geometrical 
calculations various descent angles were applied to the 
entire length of this routing – starting from threshold up to 
potential STAR or en-route waypoint which can be 
identified as the ToD. For the procedures under evaluation, 
mostly minimum altitude constraints could be found. 
Therefore, a set of angles will be defined as the defaults for 
that specific airport which will lead over the existing 
minimum altitudes. For cases that require existing 
waypoints or segments require an at-altitude or a maximum-
altitude which won’t be observed by the constant angle, 
procedure design and ATC issues are created which need to 
be solved at later stage. Depending on the type of airport 
operations the ‘at’ constrained waypoint could be utilized to 
merge FPA and non-FPA traffic. 
Every airport has individual traffic requirements, and every 
situation is different. Changes to the existing airspace 
routing and procedure structure are therefore implemented 
slowly with a long lead time. The presented approach is to 
reduce the required lead time by considering existing lateral 
routings and some already existing altitude constraints. 
Therefore, the procedures could serve as more strict 
variations of existing procedures enhancing the 
predictability for the ATCo and thus increasing the potential 
throughput of the airport. 
 
3.3 Challenges and Potential Solutions  
The specifics of FPA operations require a geometric 
definition of the procedure altitudes to define a geometric 
descent vector in space. Hence, the geometric altitudes need 
to be converted to barometric, operational altitudes which 
can be applied in the procedure definition. Especially, 
differing transition altitudes may have a fundamental 
impact on how close the procedure is flown to the geometric 

definition. Furthermore, seasonal deviations of ambient 
temperature from ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) 
has to be taken into consideration when declaring the 
threshold of FPA selection for a specific airport. This 
corresponds to both, 

• Near-term implementation in case of FPA integration 
with the ILS. 

• Long-term implementation in case of FPA 
integration with the GLS.  

Furthermore, [6] evaluates the required lengths of 
intermediate segments in RNP to xLS procedures through 
FFS trials. This study reveals the necessity of shallow 
intermediate segments when considering the transition to 
final segments from an arrival leg. FPA design procedures 
should take these issues into consideration when planning 
constant path angle descent from ToD to FAF followed by 
a GLS approach.  
Since there is no technical solution available to code an 
angle for STAR procedures within the ARINC 424 
navigation system database standard, meeting the ideal 
constant angle will be gained with coded ‘at’ altitudes for 
each waypoint along the routing. Due to this approach, 
mixed equipage would lead to distinct procedure 
implementation. Considering the last leg of the approach to 
the runway threshold, an additional source of uncertainty is 
that the procedures are currently planned as RNAV 
procedures with lateral direction changes differing by 
aircraft performance. This could be avoided by RNP RF 
(radius to fix) turns in RNP to xLS procedures. It is common 
within the United States national airspace system (NAS) 
that STAR procedures do not end at the initial approach fix 
(IAF) of a connected final approach procedure. Usually 
STAR procedures can be connected to different approach 
procedures, even for different direction with help of radar 
vectoring from the last waypoint of the STAR procedure to 
the IAF of selected or cleared approach procedure. Radar 
vectoring does not fit the predictability need of the FPA 
procedures. To solve this issue for the undefined segment, 
a direct routing is applied. In this case, the STAR procedure 
will directly connect with a specific approach procedure. 
For that segment both procedure design and ATC validation 
is needed.  
 

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This section provides a discussion on the feasibility of FPA 
descent procedures based on results obtained from a series 
of FFS experiments and a case study conducted on FPA 
procedure design through a fast-time trajectory generator. 
FFS experiments were focused on the feasibility of FPA 
descent procedures with current avionics and comparing 
them with conventional procedures to review the potential 
benefits while the case study pays attention to the feasibility 
of FPA descent procedures with existing STAR altitude and 
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speed constraints. As the results from FFS experiments are 
explained in detail in [7], only the summary is provided here. 
The main objective of these experiments was to investigate 
the tradeoff between performance parameters (mainly, fuel 
consumption and flight time) compared to OPD procedures. 
Initial experiments revealed that FPA with speed control 
consume less fuel than conventional vectoring in absorbing 
arrival delay. Results proved that the proposed descent 
procedures are feasible with current avionics and act as a 
potential augmentation for energy-efficient arrival 
procedures while addressing the arrival time management 
at major airports.  
 
4.1 Case Study on FPA Descent Procedure Design  
As a part of the ongoing collaborative research work, 
authors have focused on a case study targeting a FPA 
descent route design for the Memphis International Airport 
(KMEM). The route for the runway 18L in southwind 
operations is considered in the simulations. Simulations 
were run to check the impact of various performance 
parameters for a wide-body passenger aircraft which 
arrived at KMEM along the BRBBQ 2 RNAV arrival route 
and transitioned to the ILS Rwy 18L approach route. FPA 
descent trajectories were designed starting from the RZC 

VORTAC, the initial waypoint of the RNAV arrival up to 
the RONEE, the final approach point (FAP) on the approach 
route. Table 1 provides the corresponding altitude and 
speed restrictions for this arrival pattern and Fig. 4 
illustrates the initial results of the design. In this route, an 
@altitude and an @speed restriction exist at the waypoint 
JAMLA. Hence, this waypoint is given the highest priority 
in the trajectory design process. Simulations assume that the 
aircraft flies over RONEE at a cross altitude of 2,000 ft. 
Angle of the flight path that directly connects JAMLA and 
RONEE is 1.8 deg. 
 

Table 1 Altitude and speed restrictions. 

 Restrictions 
Waypoint Altitude (ft) Indicated airspeed (kt) 

RZC Min. 18,000  
MARBI Min. 18,000  
IGLOO Min. 10,000  
SAUCC Max. 26,000 @ 290 
BRBBQ Max. 23,000 @ 280 
JAMLA @ 10,000 @ 230 
REISE Min. 3,000  

RONEE Min. 2,000  

 

 

 

Figure 4 Analytical results from the evaluation for the effect of wind conditions on FPA descent operations. 
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Hence, three FPA descent procedures are defined in the 
simulations.  

• Scenario 1: 2.6 deg from the ToD to JAMLA and 
proceeds with 1.8 deg to RONEE 

• Scenario 2: 2.2 deg from the ToD to JAMLA and 
proceeds with 1.8 deg to RONEE 

• Scenario 3: 1.8 deg from the ToD to RONEE 

The trajectory generator, developed by the authors, uses a 
4th order Runge-Kutta method to simulate the conventional 
FMS based on the dynamical and performance models of 
the aircraft. The trajectory is reversely calculated using 
Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) aircraft performance model 
data from Eurocontrol to evaluate the required aircraft 
performance parameters. Subplots in Fig. 4 from top to 
bottom respectively display the pressure altitude, calibrated 
airspeed (CAS), rate of descent (ROD) and fuel 
consumption. Results are plotted against the distance-to-go 
to the FAP. Obtained results show that the trajectory 
generator was capable of producing trajectories which 
satisfy the given FPA descent angles along with the 
allocated altitude and speed restrictions. The location of 
ToD varies at a distance of 45.2 NM between 1.8 deg and 
2.6 deg FPA descent trajectories. Also, a fuel difference of 
1500 lbs between tailwind and headwind conditions within 
a flight distance of 219 NM can be observed. Due to the 
tight speed restrictions at waypoints SAUCC, BRBBQ and 
JAMLA, the CAS profiles show similar characteristics at 
low altitudes compared to the en-route portion of the flight 
profiles. Furthermore, the largest ROD records at 2465 
ft/min for tailwind operations with the 2.6 deg FPA 
procedure. This is considered to be within the average ROD 
in conventional operations, denoting that this kind of 
operations do not make any negative influence on flight 
safety or passenger comfort. Overall, obtained results 
indicate that the FPA is feasible within the current 
operational conditions and different wind conditions have 
to be considered in a quantitative approach in designing 
default FPA descent trajectories for a specific airport. 

 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

This study provides a conceptual framework to propose the 
FPA-GLS integrated descent procedure for a future ATM 
system. Both FPA and GLS systems are considered to be 
key technologies to meet the future demands of operators 
and regulators. Since the implementation of GLS would 
require significant modifications to airborne and ground 
systems, FPA-xLS integrated procedure is considered as a 
feasible system for near-term implementation.  
An assessment of the impact of FPA descent operations 
cannot be achieved by a single flight analysis. To model the 
system inter-dependencies, Jeppesen has developed the 
Virtual Digital Airline Simulation framework called the 
digital airline / 59+1technical demonstration, a program 
which analyzes and showcases how airline operations can 

benefit from integrating the different domains through the 
usage of tools and data analytics [8]. Data obtained from the 
simulation scenarios will be used to investigate the overall 
operational performance of the fleet including fuel 
consumption, airport throughput, conflict occurrence etc. 
Future works of this study also include, investigating an 
optimal approach that would provide plausible FPA values 
depending on the operational conditions, Designing flight 
charts which facilitate FPA descent procedures and 
Designing procedures for operational interactions between 
operators and controllers. Furthermore, FFS experiments 
are also considered for sensitivity analyses on investigating 
key parameters that mostly influence the proposed concept. 
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